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Abstract— This research study aims to examine the
importance of Big Data applications with a specific focus towards
services and supply chain management, then just the standard
dimension focus on marketing. Although big data is generally
accepted as still being in its infancy, it has many applications. For
instance, in Logistics, Healthcare, Banking & Finance and it has
changed the way of traditional operation in these fields. The
paper aims to use literature studies as a knowledge platform in
investigating the use of Big Data and Big Data Analytics within
services and supply chain environments. The value of this
research study is to examine the concept of Big Data within the
dimension of supply chain and service management. This study is
at its preliminary stages of the research project, and the
researcher aims to further investigate the use of big data
adoption within service/supply chain manufacturing industry.
The findings and early analysis of this research study can be
referred by researchers when addressing the use of Big Data
adoption within Supply Chain environments.
Keywords— big data (BD), supply chain management (SCM),
big data analytics (SCA), data analytics, and service management
I. INTRODUCTION

Big Data is defined as vast and complex quantities of data
being created due to the latest technological advancements and
is constantly rising in numbers so that it becomes difficult to be
stored, processed, and analysed from current database systems,
storage methods and data processing applications, let alone
make use of the value contained in that information [1, 2, 3, 4].
Big data is so voluminous that it overwhelms the technologies
of the day and challenges experts to create new storage tools
and techniques [3]. Big Data is not a new concept. In fact, it is
existed since 1997 where it was first being acknowledged [2,
5]. From this time onwards, it has drawn great attention to
academia, researchers, and specialists as big data has been
described as the next “big thing” [6]. To put it in numbers, in
2012 the worldwide amount of data being produced surpassed
2.8 Zettabytes (1 ZB = 10007bytes= 1 trillion gigabytes) and in
2016 the amount of world’s data was depicted as equivalent to
a two-lane highway connecting Tokyo to San Francisco.
Researchers predict that by 2020 the total amount of data being
produced will be multiplied by 50 times. From all this vast
amount of data, just the small amount of 0.5% can efficiently
leveraged and used; when at least 33% of this information
could be useful if it was appropriately addressed and analysed
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[1]. The study aims to investigate relevant literature on the
concepts of big data and its applicability towards service and
supply chain management areas in industry. The study is a
preliminary attempt for the research project to develop a
thorough understanding of the topic to further enable the
researchers develop a more robust methodology within the
research, through use of multiple case study-based analysis on
qualitative aspect and examining the benefits of these emerging
technologies within wider supply chain concepts.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW

The section aims to provide the strong foundation
knowledge of some of the existing theories and platforms
towards the key elements of the research, including the wider
understanding of the big data concepts and big data analytics,
the application and technological dimensions and finally that of
its applicability and adoption within the supply chain networks.
Based on this literature studies, the researchers aim to review
and identify core research gaps within this field allowing the
future development of preliminary framework and the adoption
of case study approach within the research. The study on the
interdependencies and that of interrelationships between these
research components enables the researchers to design and
develop an effective and robust framework towards the
research, which will be fully analysed and adopted within the
industry in future.
A. Overview of Big Data
The quantity of data generated is being growing
exponentially for many reasons. The advanced technology (e.g.
satellites, cameras, microphones, etc.) the social media (e.g.
Twitter, Facebook, YouTube, etc.) mobile devices (e.g. smart
phones, laptops, tablets, GPS tracking devices, etc.),
identification technologies (e.g. vision recognition, sensors,
etc.) and all these wirelessly connected together turn
everything and everyone into live-streaming devices [7] [2] [5]
[6]. The so called Internet of Things (IoT) and product
identification methods (e.g. Radio Frequency Identification
RFID, barcodes, Bluetooth) are massively producing great
amount of data and are widely recognized for their value in the
supply chain management for better decision-making [8] [9]
[7] [2] [5] [6]. In supply chain big data is constantly produced
in retailer databases, tracking customer activities, transactions
and generally monitoring customer behavior. All that customer

Companies are faced with the risen necessity to create the
appropriate methods in order to acquire the value enclosed in
the magnitude of data “pouring down” on them and use it as a
highly effective, advantageous, and competitive tool. Driven
from this necessity, a new concept linked to big data was
created, the Big Data Analytics (BDA) or also known as Big
Data Business Analytics (BDBA) [14].
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Fig.1. The 3Vs of Big Data. Volume, Velocity and Variety.

These are considered as the key dimensions of big data
through previous research studies. In addition to the three Vs,
many other researchers have been extending this over time. For
example, IBM added veracity as a fourth dimension [12] that
referred to the trustworthiness of the data. As the number of
resources is growing, factors such as unreliability and
inaccuracy is evident in some sources of data as well.
Variability and complexity were introduced by SAS as further
two additional dimensions. While variability refers to the
variation within the flow of data, complexity refers towards the
fact that all big data are generated through innumerable sources
[13]. Finally, many previous studies and more recent studies
the definition and that of dimension of big data has also been
advancing.

Prescriptive Analytics

Predictive Analytics

Many of the earlier studies within the areas of Big Data
have focussed and used the 3V model as a framework towards
the adoption and implementation of big data. The model
identifies three main features as volume, velocity and variety
towards defining big data. Firstly, volume refers towards the
generation or collection of different amounts of data by an
organisation or an individual. Many of the manufacturing
companies and that of retail organisations gather huge amounts
of data from customers, suppliers, providers, and operations to
improve their performance measures. This also allows them to
customise actions and offerings towards suitable produces and
services to the end consumer. Secondly, velocity is more
associated to the speed with which the data arrives and how
that data is processed and delivered. The velocity of any data
generation is raised through time. Researchers also consider
velocity as more subjective than volume for many of the
applications [11, 12]. Finally, variety is referred to as different
types and forms of data. Data could be produced, stored and
retrieved in different formats. As more organisations and that
of its associated activities are now digitised, new sources of
information are derived and hence, different techniques and
methods are required for these types of data. Figure 1
represents a simple illustration of the 3Vs model of big data.

B. Supply Chain Analytics (SCA)

Descriptive Analytics

data makes its way through the store via RFID and GPS [10].
Big Data is often defined by the 3 V’s of Volume, Velocity and
Variety which makes its approach to be holistically managed
quite challenging. These were later to be expanded into the 5
V’s, with Veracity and Value being added [8, 6].

According to [14], Big Data is defined as the capacity to
holistically analyze the data filtered in all the 5 V’s
dimensions. On the other side, Big Data Analytics is
acknowledged by the capacity to process, analyze, add value,
measure performance, create competitive advantages from this
data and help decision makers to act accordingly and not
merely on intuition [8, 14, 5, 6]. As research describes, BDA
has to do with the identification of patterns and hidden linkages
deriving from vast amount of data that will help companies
gain insight of the value concealed in it and manage to reap the
economic benefits from it [2]. The methods used to obtain such
assets from the data include data mining, visualization and
simulation techniques, statistics, econometrics and many more
[14]. The use of analytics and the techniques of visualization to
appropriately handle supply and demand, is not a new thing for
supply chain management as business analytics is highly
connected to SCM performance [2].
Therefore, with the exponential growth of big data and the
strong correlation of supply chain with advanced analytics, the
term supply chain analytics (SCA) was established (Wang et
al., 2016a). While the SCA is widely accepted of still being in
its infancy, academia and professionals break it down into 3
main categories: descriptive, predictive and prescriptive
analytics, that provide a variety of services in SCM as shown
in Table I.
C. Application of Big Data Analytics (BDA) in Supply Chain
Management
Strategic sourcing is the company’s longstanding
cooperation with suppliers. This cooperation affects decisionmaking that engages with company’s expenses, delivery
methods and product value. It is a two-way interaction that
establishes strategies to both enhance supplier’s performance
and company’s economic performance while minimizing
expenditure for both parties [14]. The application of SCA in
strategic sourcing can be performed through the analysis of
supplier’s economic performance, company’s expenditure and
investment patterns, market trends and demand prediction. An
additional advantage in strategic sourcing with SCA could
definitely be the ability to evaluate available suppliers and
come to an agreement with the best. For instance, suppliers that
do not meet demand due to not providing services and products
on time or being regularly late on delivery, would have high
numbers of stock available in inventory [14]. Big Data
Analytics is in a position to provide insight in Return on
Investment (ROI) and perform thorough investigations on
possible future partners-suppliers [2]. It also provides the
opportunity for benchmarking company’s best implementation
techniques and evaluates performance in order for new goals to
be established. SCA can forecast possible factors that could
lead to supply delay and recognize possible risks and
uncertainties. For example, this can be achieved by forecasting
possible extreme weather conditions that could slow down the
delivery process [14].
Network design falls under the decision-making spectrum
and how supply chain could physically be shaped in regards to
infrastructure (warehouses, manufacturing facilities, stocking,
and shipping nodes among facilities and retailers). SCA is
capable of performing network design both when demand is

certain and when demand varies or involves uncertainties. The
first can be performed through a mixed-integer linear
programming and the latter by creating a more complex
network design deriving from advanced optimization
techniques [14].
Product Design and Development is a highly competitive
part in supply chain management. Companies have to provide
products that are both reliable and of high standards [2, 14]. So
here lies the challenge of minimizing company’s expenditure
while providing products of high quality that meet customer’s
expectations and demands. An important fact that also needs to
be considered in this is innovation; bringing something new
and competitive into the market. SCA role in this lies in the
analysis and evaluation of customer behavior and purchasing
history that could help designers better comprehend customer’s
demands [2]. In addition big data analytics is in a position to
predict the outcome of many plausible scenarios, to analyze
the possible impact of the product design, as well as, which
design is the one best meeting customers’ demands regarding
quality; while also keeping the cost for the company to the
minimum. Demand planning has to do with prediction, sales
and operation activities. Connecting predictions of demand
with sales and operation adds important value that will become
an asset for marketing, production and inventory [14]. Demand
planning analyzes among others customer behavior, traffic and
weather. Through customer behavior, big data analytics can
anticipate demand, range of desirable price and many more,
while through forecasting weather and traffic, delivery
disruption and maintenance issues can be detected and avoided
[2]. Big data analytics in procurement engage mostly in the
field of risk and supplier’s performance management. So the
category of analytics that plays a leading part in procurements
is predictive analytics [2]. Predictive analytics are making use
of both internal and external data here like data collected and
analyzed from a variety of sources like the social media and the
news connected with suppliers and the supply market. This
real-time monitoring of data provides full insight and flexibility
, while also giving the opportunity to adjust to the new market
trends and act accordingly [14].
SCA in the manufacturing sector provides a full insight of
the cost involved in the production of goods as well as how this
cost affects the overall profit. Specifically, SCA is a useful tool
that reveals information, like if the level of productivity is
reaching the level of demand. If not, it notifies managers of
improvements that are necessary in order for productivity to be
increased. In addition, SCA is a useful tool for production
analysts that helps them better manage the amount of waste
produced and therefore decrease the amount to the minimum
[14]. SCA in inventory can lead to better decision-making
regarding orders. For example, Vendor Managed Inventory
(VMI) is a system that makes orders automatically when a
material is out of stock [14]. To take better advantage of big
data, the need to connect data deriving from the supply chain
production sector with the suppliers and the consumers was
mentioned [2]. Logistics and Distribution is the sector of
supply chain that SCA is considered to be crucial and therefore
more research has been conducted. SCA in logistics and
distribution networks are proven to be of utmost importance
because of the competitive environment in which they exist

(Tiwari et al., 2017). As the sources linked to logistics and
distribution networks (GPR-tracking devices, RFID tags,
mobile devices, etc.) increase, so does the data deriving from
them [8]. Because of the uncertainty aspect involved in this
sector predictive analytics tools play a vital role so as to enable
flexibility into the sector. SCA is highly used in order to
identify the best route, vehicle capacity, delivery and collection
times, vehicles maintenance, staff resting times and many more
[14].
With all the above mentioned applications of big data
analytics in supply chain management, it is more than evident
that, the advantages of installation of such analytic techniques
are tremendous. Big data provides enterprises the opportunity
to find insight in new and emerging types of data. In other
words, it gives full insight not only of the enterprises own
business but also of their customers and partners, e.g. suppliers.
By leveraging bid data analytics in SCM some of the benefits
to be gained include, improving company’s performance and
customer service, accurate prediction of demand, demand
increase and expenditure decrease, responsiveness to current
and new market trends, improvement of product design and
overall optimization of company’s decision-making techniques
[2, 14, 15]. Last but not least, leveraging big data analytics
could be a powerful tool for SC stakeholders, as crucial
information can be shared among them and therefore increase
insight of how to place the company in an advantageous
position as well as warn them of potential risks and fraud [6].
However, leveraging big data is not an easy task. In the
contrary, it is highly expensive and requires some time before
the profits of the investment become evident. As mentioned
before, in order for big data to be stored and analyzed,
appropriate storage databases, as well as analytic tools and
techniques are required [14]. Some other issues that can lead to
hesitation of implementing big data analytics are inadequate
resources, lack of knowledge (untrained, inexperienced staff,
incapability data interpretation), security and privacy matters
(e.g. hacking, credit cards theft, illegal access to systems, etc.),
lack of policies and governance, velocity [8, 15]. As far as the
latter is concerned, traditional networks are incapable of
providing adequate big data transmission signals and as a result
the experience of waiting in front of a web page before it loads
is quite common. So, new high-frequency networks are highly
demanded [5].
III.

RESEARCH GAPS

The study has aimed to identify some core research gaps
towards the adoption and implementation of the big data
technologies within entire supply chain environment. It has
been evident through research studies and that of examples
from the industry that many companies are finding difficulties
towards balancing the opportunities vs. that of the threats of
adopting big data functionality within their respective
environments and considering it as a key strategy within the
technological developments. It has been shown many times
that companies should consider that they require new and
advanced technology resources at the starting phase of the
implementation. Research has highlighted that there is a
negative misconception that acquisition and implementation of
the most advanced and expensive technology within the
environment will provide higher functionality and benefits,

either on short term or long-term performance measures.
Hence, our study aims to address some key founding research
gaps that will prove to be beneficial for companies considering
the adoption of big data functionalities within their
environments, or likewise future researchers to develop these
as the foundation of their respective studies within this context.
▪

Investment and Resources – Big Data requires
investment and resourcing, not just in terms of the
technology, but human and other technical resources;

▪

Strategic Direction and Objectives – companies should
also aim to align the implementation and change as the
core aspect of their objectives and direction for future;

▪

Short Term vs. Long Term – firms should clearly assign
and develop both short-term advantages and long term
goals that will benefit the company through the
implementation;

▪

Data Driven and/or Knowledge Driven – the difference
in priorities and that of the functionalities of the systems
allows the companies to benefit equally through the
classification of the data and that of the knowledge;

▪

Global Interaction and Change Management – the
implementation should be considered and observed as a
continuous change process, both internal and external
facing environments of the organisation.
IV.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH

This paper is an attempt to give a better insight of big data,
big data analytics and its applications in supply chain
management. Big data is a worldwide spread concept and is
gaining ever-increasing popularity the last few years, as it has
been acknowledged as “the next big thing”. Therefore, SCM is
faced with the challenge to utilize big data, by leveraging big
data analytics and its techniques, to better enhance its
performance and extract significant information from the data
that will lead to a more secure and less risky decision-making.
In the current paper specific areas of big data analytics
application and services have been discussed and analyzed.
Big data analytics has implementation in the whole
operational cycle of supply chain management. Differently, it
provides an end-to-end advantage covering all aspects, from
strategic sourcing to logistics to distribution and vice versa. It
reveals useful information on customer behavior, increases
visibility of activities, optimizes production and performance
management, recognizes potential hazards and frauds,
contributes to real-time decision making, strengthens
relationships with internal and external partners; like
suppliers, customers, stakeholders, to name just a few benefits.
However, big data appears to be both a challenge and an
opportunity. The reason for that being, that for enterprises to
fully implement big data analytics, a few barriers need to be
effectively addressed and new technologies to “handle” big
data need to be created. Future research focusses on describing
the current state of function within businesses and the
development stages of the new technology function within the
environment. After the thorough examination of the current

literature studies and that of the implications on the
advantages of big data utilization within supply chain, the
researchers will enable more robust and practical strategies
towards the implementation and adoption of big data
technologies.
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